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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s really my pleasure to attend this forum and speak with you.  Over the past year especially, I have had more and more requests for talks about a Green Jobs.  I am not a workforce development expert.  In most cases, I not even the right person to address the desired topic, which is generally how can we get more new green jobs.  But my experience in engineering and environmental matters does allow me to have some insights in how to develop a green workforce.Yesterday illustrated that NASA is already doing a lot of green work.  I’m going to talk about how to take this awareness to the next level.  It’s the same at an undergraduate level with students who are aware, but not sure what to do or how to do it.I am going to talk about what I think organization need to do to develop a green workforce, and it’s really the same basic concepts that I think are effective for teaching the next generation of engineering students.



Highlight Real and Direct Connections 
Between Engineering & the Environment

EnvironmentEngineering

Chemical Engineering & Materials Science

Design for Environment (DfE)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, you should highlight real and direct connection between engineering and the environment.  While I say engineering here, I think you can essentially replace “Engineering” with science, marketing, business, etc.   At least in this slide.People are motivated when something is relevant to them.  So the first step to get engineers to really consider environmental issues is to raise awareness  and make connections.  This connection can be about maintaining the environment for the next generation, saving a polluted stream, improving air quality and health for people that have asthma or other lung conditions.    For many, the real connection is important in contrast to “potential” or “theoretical” issues.I know this first hand and I expect my situation is not different from that of a number of people in this room.  From the time I was young, I had environmental interests which continue today.  I also had engineering interest as I made my way through school, internships, and then full time jobs.  Nobody ever made a strong connection between engineering  and the environment. And then about 7 years ago, the connection began and then snowballed.  I was working for J&J and reading some environmental books and I  started questioning what I was doing as an engineer and then , more broadly, what engineers in general were doing in the design of products, processes, and systems.  I decided that I wanted to focus on green engineering and sustainability and was fortunate to find a unique position at VT.

http://www.intevac.com/default.asp
http://www.umn.edu/
http://www.medtronic.com/
http://www.3m.com/


Consider All Facets of Sustainability For Decisions

Environmental

EconomicSocial

Planet

ProfitPeople

• VT Green Engineering
– The design of materials, processes, systems, and devices with the objective of minimizing

total environmental impact over the entire life cycle while meeting other required 
performance, economic, and societal constraints.

EPA – P3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the concepts that become clear right away is that most of the engineering was taught and practiced didn’t really consider all aspects of sustainability.Despite the overuse of the term sustainability and the various definitions of it, is becoming more and more understood that sustainability certainly involves social, environmental, and economic considerations. EPA calls this Yesterday, I heard a focus on LCC which is the economic part of this sustainability stool.  Need the other legs as well.EPA calls this P3 - People, Planet, Profit which is the step beyond P2 – Pollution Prevention.At VT, we consider Green Engineering to be the ........ And it is one aspect of sustainability.Remember, this is leading to making decision about products and processes and I consider another intersection to be awareness, skills, leading to action.  Action is not effective without awareness and skills. 



Develop Specific  Curricula to Promote 
Connections Across Disciplines

• VT Green Engineering Minor 
– www.eng.vt.edu/green

Engineering 
Courses (2):

Provide applications in 
specific engineering 

disciplines

Interdisciplinary
Courses (2):

Provide broad context to 
tie engineering to 

economic, social, and 
political issues

Core 
Courses (2):
Provide basic 
foundational 

concepts

ENGR 3124 – Intro to Green Engineering
ENGR 3134 – Environmental Life Cycle Analysis
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In an educational setting, we have some control through the curricula and those wanting to develop the awareness, skills, and decisions in future engineers need to develop specific classes.  This might seem harder in a corporate or governmental setting – but not really.University transition to sustainability has been very slow for the most part.  Just like in organizations, there is a lot of inertia and a general resistance to change.  The students move more quickly.  I would argue that the corporate sector is leading based on a small number of early adopters.  These companies will have an advantage of a head start.



Consider Environmental Performance 
as a Primary Design Constraint
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Engineers have to work within design constraints to optimize products, processes and systems.  If there weren’t these constraints, design would be easy and anybody could design products,These are tradeoffs.  I heard that yesterday at the end in the reflections.  Historically, environmental performance has not been a top tier design constraint.  It was often consider only toward the end of the design process and often only in terms of meeting environmental regulations.  There has often been little incentive to do anything more than the minimum requirements. I hear a bit of this same thinking in many of the comments yesterday – “Mission First”.  I’m not suggesting that this isn’t important, but it’s a short term goal.  If you look at some of the contaminated sites from previous missions, these were Mission First as well.You heard yesterday that 80% of life cycle costs were locked in only 10% of the way into the design process, and this is similar with environmental impacts.We need to elevate environmental concerns to a top tier design constraint and we need to consider it right from the beginning of the design process. Not only do you have to elevate environmental concerns, but they have to be quantified.  One can’t easier compare design constraints when all the others are quantified and environmental is not.  

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.arizona-leisure.com/gfx/hoover-dam-photo-3.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.arizona-leisure.com/hoover-dam.html&h=210&w=200&sz=36&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=THrGbv1eirr-8M:&tbnh=106&tbnw=101&prev=/images?q=dam&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&rls=com.microsoft:en-us&sa=N
http://www.afmsafecoat.com/FrontPage.html
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.rsc.org/images/traffic lights_tcm18-33927.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/restricted/2004/March/future.asp&h=197&w=148&sz=10&tbnid=_JVVOjk7AlaRwM:&tbnh=98&tbnw=73&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images?q=led+traffic+light&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=


Use Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
As a Decision-Making Tool

1. Define the goals, scope, and 
boundaries (ISO 14040)

2. Develop a detailed inventory including all inputs 
and outputs  (ISO 14041)

3.  Translate inventory outputs to potential 
environmental impacts (ISO 14042)

4. Interpretation 
(ISO 14043)

IMPACTS

Atmosphere:
Climate Change
Ozone Depletion
Smog Formation

Acidification
Human Health

Hydrosphere:
Eutrophication
Acidification

Aquifer depletion 
Ecotoxicity

Human Health

Biosphere:
Soil depletion 
Deforestation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You saw some examples of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) yesterday, specifically with mention to the different forms of transportation in the talk by Dr. Epstein.  I am going to explain this in a bit more detail.Inputs and outputs are really an issue of risk.  Whether it’s TSCA or REACH or just dealing with  the public, designers need to know what is going in and coming out of their products.  Note that Mass In = Mass Out (this was shown nicely in the human needs and effluents int the talk by Ron Tinker yesterdy.Energy audit is input analysis.Carbon footprint  only accounts for GHG.TSCA is mainly human health and ecotoxicityI head yesterday also that green engineering is better early in the design. Mention difference between LC thinking and LCA and LCC.  LC thinking is not as limited by cost barriers.  It costs very little (no new programs are needed) to make a inventory (input and outputs.Buildings are an excellent example of how poor design can lead to years and years of poor performance and additional environmental impacts.



To Interpret LCA and Make Decisions, 
Acknowledge the Subjective Nature of Weighting

LCA Product Comparison
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I show this slide to students in my classes .  Assume that our LCA data is perfect – which is never is.  But suspend your belief for  a second for educational purposes and tell me which product is better.Here’s a hint, - the answer has kind of become an joke around the life cycle community.  IT DEPENDS.  Critics will jump on this and indicate there is som much uncertainty and dependency that LCA is not valuable.  But LCA folks think  this is the very reason why you need LCA.You need to develop these weights and they ARE subjective.  Just like how safe does the space vehicle have to be.  It’s best to determine an organizational answer for weighting. Of environmental categories against each other and against the other key design constraints.  This level LCA takes a lot of time, effort, and money.  We can’t do all our decisions using full LCA studies.  But we can use other so-called streamlined methods.NASA Systems Engineering Handbook (p. 200) - Ranking or prioritizing the criteria is probably the hardest part of completing a decision matrix. Not all criteria have the same importance, and ranking is typically accomplished by assigning weights to each. To avoid “gaming” the decision matrix (i.e., changing decision outcomes by playing with criteria weights), it is best to agree upon weights before the decision matrix is completed. Weights should only be changed with consensus from all decision stakeholders.



Integrate Existing LCA Methodologies 
Into Your Current Design Processes

• Example - AT&T Environmentally Responsible Product (ERP) Assessment Matrix

ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSOR

Life 
Stage

Materials
Choice

Energy
Use

Solid 
Residues

Liquid
Residues

Gaseous 
Residues

Premanufacture 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5

Product Manufacture 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5

Product Delivery 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5

Product Use 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5

Disposal 5,1 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5
RERP = ΣΣMi,j

Thomas Graedel
Prentice Hall, 1998.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each matrix element is rated on a scale of 0 – 4 for a maximum score of 100Detailed matrix and scoring guides are available for product/processes/services/etc.Matrix element scoring criteria can be modified to the appropriate level of complexity and can be used for training to get consistency among employeesNASA Systems Engineering Handbook (p. 256) - National Environmental Policy Acti (NEPA ) directs agencies to consider alternatives to their proposed activities. In essence, NEPA requires NASA decisionmakers to integrate the NEPA process into early planning to ensure appropriate consideration of environmental factors, along with technical and economic ones.NEPA compliance documentation must be completed before project planning reaches a point where NASA’s ability to implement reasonable alternatives is effectively precluded (i.e., before hard decisions are made regarding project implementation). Environmental planning actors should be integrated into the Pre-Phase A concept study phase when a broad range of alternative approaches is being considered. In the Phase A concept development stage, decisions are made that could affect the Phase B preliminary design stage. At a minimum, an environmental evaluation should be initiated in the Phase A concept development stage. During this stage, the responsible project manager will have the greatest atitude in making adjustments in the plan to mitigate or avoid important environmental sensitivities and in planning the balance of the NEPA process to avoid unpleasant surprises later in the project cycle which may have schedule and/or cost implications.



Integrate These Sustainability Concepts 
Across All Aspects of Your Organization

• AWARENESS  SKILLS  ACTIONS (DECISIONS)

• This transition will take time, but should begin immediately. 

• In both education and organizations, separate and distinct environmental 
programs  are less effective than integrated programs.

• Stand‐alone programs, with a smaller focus and champion(s), may help 
build support for more comprehensive integration.

• Every job is really a green job with associated responsibilities if you value 
the concepts of sustainability – environment, economics, and social equity.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to act immediately based on the some of the climate data that NASA scientists are generating.This  is because often the experts are not included when  the program is separate.  We don’t get many Aerospace engineers in the Green Engineering at VT.  It’s not integrated and I think this department has the sense that they don’t need to focus on this in AOE since students can go to Green Engineering.  But you don’t want me making design decision regarding aerospace issues.  At J&J before DfE, the facilities manager was responsible for energy reductions, but had no idea about the energy use of any of the equipment selected by the engineersIf I do my job well the Green Engineering program should go away since it would be integrated  completely.  Organization know this from experience.  Safety and Quality issues are dealt with better when they are not separate .That said, we do have a separate Green Engineering program.  It’s hard to make a full transition to these concepts.  Successes at a small unit level and with a champion can build momentum to bigger changes.Everyone is talking about “new green jobs”.  Solar panel installers. Wind turbine technicians.  Sustainability coordinators.  This is all great.  But every job should be a green job. We need case studies from NASA to illustrate points – case studies require examples of good and bad design decisions.  If you are on College/Departmental advisory boards, or have kids in college, or communicate with your alma mater, you need to let them know that this stuff is really critical.
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